
COMMISSION ExHIBIT 42

Photograph on page one of four-page letter is a view of "Dynamo" Stadium, Minsk .
English address next to view of stadium is Mr . & Mrs. Lee Oswald, 7313 Davanport

St., Fort Worth, Texas, USA .
Greetings Lee and Marina!

	

Regards to your little girl!
Hope you arrived .

	

How did you arrive?

	

How does June feel?
Well, she "discovered" America at an early age .

	

I received your card from Moscow
very late as Lee put the wrong apartment number on the card . By the time the
matter was cleared up May was over. According to the card you were to leave



Moscow at the end of May .

	

It is a shame I did not know when you passed through
Minsk as I could have come down to the train . The day following after your de
parture for Moscow, Erik came to me .

	

He said that he was not at home on that day
and for that reason was not aware of your departure and did not visit you.

	

A couple
of days after you left, we visited your apartment .

	

I am sending some photographs.
I am glad you received the pictures I took at the train and the station. Unfor-
tunately when I took photos of June, the camera was not set properly, and I'm lucky
they came out .
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I took several pictures to "Mister Ziger", and asked his daughter to give some of
them to Tolya when she sees him .

	

I don't know wherehe lives .
If the "Boeing 707" carrying this letter does not fall in the ocean, you will receive

the pictures enclosed . The negatives will be forwarded in the next mail . Friend
I found some more pictures for you.
Marina greetings from Shashkova, a friend of my neighbors' sister .

	

They came as
guests from Leningrad.

Small world, isn't it?
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The current issue of "youth" has a very good story .

	

In the near future I will send
you some magazines .

Write soon .

date (1962 remainder illegible)
P.S . My address :

P . P . Golovachev
#11 Zakharova St., Apt 72
Minsk-29
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So long
Pavel
City Minsk.


